FACULTY SENATE MEMBERSHIP FOR 2018-2019

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
** Fakhoury, Ahmad (Plant, Soil & Agricultural Systems) 453-1782 amfakhou@siu.edu
* Akamani, Kofi (Forestry) 453-7471 k.akamani@siu.edu

COLLEGE OF APPLIED SCIENCES & ARTS
Martin, Nancy (Info Systems & Applied Tech) 453-8838 nmartin@siu.edu
* Lee, Seung-Hee (Architecture) 453-1981 shlee@siu.edu
* Davey, Jon (Architecture) 453-3734 jdalevy@siu.edu

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
Odom, Marcus (Accountancy) 453-1408 modom@business.siuc.edu

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES
** Miller, Grant (Curriculum and Instruction) 453-4250 gmiller@siu.edu
* Diehr, Aaron (Public Health and Rec Professions) 453-1862 aaron@siu.edu
Jerry Becker (Curriculum and Instruction) 453-4241 jbecker@siu.edu

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Hatziadoniu, Konstadinos (Electrical and Computer Engineering) 453-7036 hatz@siu.edu
* Chen, Ying (Electrical and Computer Engineering) 536-2364 adachen@siu.edu

SCHOOL OF LAW
** Koehler, Michael (School of Law) 453-8120 mkoehler@siu.edu

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
** Chwalisz, Kathleen (Psychology) 453-3529 chwalisz@siu.edu
** Zivkovich, Kay (Art and Design) 453-4315 kmpzivko@siu.edu
Bean, Jon (History) 453-4391 jonbean@siu.edu
Caceres, Alejandro (Languages, Cultures, International Trade) 453-5436 caceres@siu.edu
Ojewuyi, Segun (Theater) 453-5741 sojewuyi@siu.edu
* Kibby, Michelle (Psychology) 536-7704 mkibby@siu.edu
* Zaretsky, Natasha (History) (Vacancy) 453-7846 zaretsky@siu.edu

LIBRARY AFFAIRS
** Gorzalski, Matt (Library Affairs) 453-2225 mgorz@siu.edu

COLLEGE OF MASS COMMUNICATION & MEDIA ARTS
** Han, Dong (Journalism) 536-3361 dong.han@siu.edu
* Needham, Jay (Radio, TV, Digital Media) jayn@siu.edu

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
** Ettema, Sandra (Surgery) 217-545-7052 settema31@siumed.edu
Han, Heeyoung (Medical Education) 217-545-8536 hhhan@siumed.edu
Carlson, Douglas (Pediatrics) 217-545-7732 dcarlson28@siumed.edu
* Pond, Amber (Anatomy) 453-1582 amber@siu.edu

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
** Plunkett, Kyle (Chemistry and Biochemistry) 453-5721 kplunkett@siu.edu
Fisher, Derek (Micro Chemistry and Biochemistry biology) 453-5201 dfisher@siu.edu
* Kinsel, Gary (Chemistry and Biochemistry) 453-6482 gkinsel@chem.siu.edu
* Warne, Robin (Zoology) 453-4129 rwarne@siu.edu

NON-TENURE TRACK FACULTY VOTING UNIT
** Watson, Cherie (Library Affairs) 453-2491 cwatson@lib.siu.edu
Teske, April (Teacher Education) 453-6350 april.teske@siu.edu
Wall, James (Radio and Television) 453-2234 jwall@siu.edu
Ellermann, Marissa (Library Affairs) 453-1159 melermann@lib.siu.edu
* Halliday, Laura (Linguistics) 536-3385 lhalliday@siu.edu
Viernow, Melissa (Curriculum and Instruction) 453-4228 mviernow@siu.edu

*Serving through Spring 2021
**Serving through Spring 2019
Others serving through Spring 2020
Ex Officio
Chancellor (453-2341)
Provost and Vice Chancellor (453-5744)
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